
 



 

United States Space Force - Dossier 

 

Anthony Bennett, United States Astronaut Union Representative 

Anthony Bennett represents American astronauts and their interests to the United 

States Space Coalition. He is known for being strong-willed and persistent, and has 

historically been able to successfully negotiate with the Coalition. As a result, many 

astronauts are  intensely loyal to him and Bennett wields an extent of influence over 

them. His primary platform for his position is to find an equal balance between all 

parties in the Coalition and to advocate for better treatment and safety measures for 

astronauts.  

 

Allen Bynum III, NASA Head Administrator 

Nominated by President Gretchen Whitmer and confirmed by the Senate just a year ago, 

Administrator Bridenstine has experience as an airforce fighter-jet pilot and served two 

terms as a Congressman from Arkansas on the Armed Services Committee and the 

Science, Space and Technology Committee. He is connected to Washington, and 

particularly well liked by the White House administration. However, he is an outsider 

among Coalition staff.  

 

Monique E. Comer, NASA Strategic Infrastructure Administrator 

As a relatively recent addition to NASA’s administration, Comer is responsible for 

keeping records of NASA’s physical assets - specifically concerning the offices working 

on the new Mars missions. With experience in design and construction, she is especially 

interested in ship and colony construction plans. She also recently started an initiative 

to keep the mission environmentally sustainable, and hopes to work closer with NASA’s 

EPA Representative. 

 

Al Condes, NASA International and Interagency Relations Administrator 

An expert in interagency relations, Condes works closely with other space agencies 

around the world - both reporting US progress and tracking the others’ progress. He has 

connections in every major space program, and even a few contacts in the United 

Nations Court of Justice. His deep involvement with foreign powers has been 

professional thus far, but potential conflicts of interest are cause for suspicion from his 

peers. 

 

Andrew Crumpler, Defense Research Officer 

Crumpler researches expansion of weapons arsenal for the United States Space Force 

and is locked in a perceived arms race with foreign powers in the race to defend the US 

position on the moon. He works well with other military offices and is loyal to 
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commander officer of the USSF, and has some dislike of NASA execs who he thinks are 

limiting his efforts. 

 

Jeff DeWit, NASA Chief Financial Officer 

Controls the finances for NASA’s development of technology and space exploration. 

With funds waning in light of decreased public support for space race-type activity, he 

wants to increase funds by regaining the public’s support. DeWit oversees investments 

and business deals with everyone from foreign powers, but has tense relations with 

many members due to perceived reluctance to fund their operations. 

 

Andrew Entzminger, General of the United States Space Force  

Although the Space Force has only existed for a short period of time, Entzminger has 

made a name for himself by catapulting it to the top of the United States Armed Forces 

in terms of efficiency and effectiveness. Appointed by President Trump, his extensive 

experience in the United States Navy and Air Force uniquely suited him for the position. 

He is known to be trustworthy, but he lacks international connections and has had past 

difficulties with intelligence collection.  

 

Sean Gerstenmaier, NASA Human Exploration and Operations Administrator 

Working at NASA Headquarters in Washington, DC, Gerstenmaier is responsible for 

coordinating missions involving the International Space Station. In his ten-year term as 

Shuttle/MIR Program Operations Manager, he was the primary communicator with 

Roscosmos - the Russian Space Agency. He has strong relationships with contacts in 

private industry and international relations, and a personal mission of returning to the 

moon.  

 

Suzanne Gillen, NASA Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs Administrator 

A close ally of the NASA General Counsel with many connections in the federal 

government and lobbying groups, Gillen works with foreign governments with regards 

to their activities in their space programs. She is staunchly patriotic and has a sense that 

the Coalition is superior to its rivals, drawing some negative attention from abroad. 

 

Anita Harrell, NASA Shared Services Center Executive Director 

The NASA Shared Services Center works closely with businesses and oversees the 

upkeep of NASA facilities across the country. The availability of funding for facilities has 

led to conflict with the Chief Financial Officer and an increased reliance on products and 

services from other space agencies. Harrell has drawn some public criticism for 

awarding contracts to foreign businesses over American ones. 
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Bettina Inclán, NASA Communications Administrator 

With years of experience in political and business reporting, Inclán is well versed and 

well connected in the world of national communications. However, her sources 

involving business deals in China and Russia have been known to provide false or 

misleading information in the past, and this has resulted in false reporting. She has a 

large amount of control over the public face of NASA - especially with regards to how the 

general public views it. 

 

Robert Jones, Environmental Protection Agency Representative 

Mr. Jones is a long-time representative for the EPA, specifically regarding NASA’s 

rocket fuel program. However, with the dawn of the second space race, his focus has 

shifted to the implications of human life on Mars. While most in the committee want to 

focus on the race to Mars, Jones wants to focus on a sustainable living plan for once they 

get there. With the full backing of the EPA, and with numerous public and private 

connections, he has the ability to drum up public concern about NASA’s environmental 

plan for Mars.  

 

Janet Karika, NASA Chief of Staff 

Respected advisor to the Head Administrator and world-renowned for her work in the 

field of space exploration, Janet Karika has experience working within the national 

government. Her responsibilities include managing the different advisory bodies to 

NASA. These include executive council, senior management, and capital investment 

council. In recent years, her most challenging job has been with the capital investment 

council due to her lack of direct experience with financial management.  

 

Sumara Thompson-King, NASA General Counsel 

The Office of General Counsel brings litigation on behalf of NASA and attempts to 

maintain positive relations in the legal community with regards to NASA’s activity. 

Thompson-King defends NASA when cases are brought against it in federal or 

international court, and lobbies for laws that assist NASA in its operations. She works 

closely with Suzanne Gillen and the NASA Office of Legislative and Intergovernmental 

Affairs. 

 

General Lester L. Lyles, NASA Advisory Council Chair 

General Lyles is a well respected administrator in the NASA community and a retired 

decorated air force general. Although not directly involved in any NASA missions 

currently, his advice is invaluable by most members of the Coalition because of his 

extensive experience in aerospace science and exploratory missions. It is also well 
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known that he maintains close relationships with his colleagues from his five year period 

as the Director of the Ballistic Missile Defense Organization. 

 

Thomas Martin, NASA Inspector General 

The inspector general is in charge of maintaining transparency within the agency, the 

government, and the public. Many staff are suspicious of potential agendas within his 

investigations, but proof of this has yet to come forward. Martin works closely with the 

wider federal government, especially the Attorney General, and sometimes the NASA 

Head Administrator. 

 

Elon Musk, SpaceX CEO 

As an independently wealthy young executive, Musk is a well known and controversial 

public figure. While well educated and extremely successful businessman and 

technology developer, his activity on social media suggests he is easily influenced by 

money and wants to conquer space on his own. Although untraditional, his ideas for 

space are well funded by his company and are developing faster than NASA’s bueractic 

plans.  

 

Dr. James K. Polk, NASA Chief Health and Medical Officer 

Dr. Polk is responsible for upkeep of health and medical access for NASA employees and 

astronauts. He largely to relies on routine inspections for the maintenance of outdated 

medical equipment, and detailed inventory of the available medical equipment for each 

mission. Due to decreased funds, though, there has been trouble equipping recent 

missions with the newest and most effective telediagnosis instruments. It has created 

some anger within the Astronaut union because of some minor health incidents on 

recent missions. Dr. Polk, however, is focused on the continued development of 

telediagnosis technology through NASA. 

 

Loretta Roe, NASA Chief Engineer 

Chief Roe’s primary concern is developing new programs and implementing them into 

every mission, specifically concerning the new race to Mars. In this committee, her main 

concern will be reporting to the other members when there is a problem in any of the 

programs, whether it is with any failed missions or problems with employees. She is a 

trusted advisor to the Head Administrator, but has had problems with getting all 

available information necessary from the technology directors.  

 

Gerhard Fritz Kurt Schröder, Chairman of PJSC Rosneft Oil Company 

Gerhard Schröder has served in numerous positions of power over the last thirty years, 

both in his home country of Germany - where he served as Chancellor for seven years - 
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and abroad in Russia - where he currently serves as the Chairman of Rosneft, Russia’s 

largest oil company. While the Coalition is skeptical of his international connections and 

potential conflicts of interest, his connections in the European Union and Russia were 

too promising to turn away.  

 

Emily Smoke, Space Force Espionage Officer 

The espionage officer often sticks to herself in the Coalition, working largely within her 

own intelligence infrastructure. Smoke’s connection reside mostly with the Homeland 

Security office, as she worked closely with the past two Homeland Security Secretaries. 

Her high ranking positions with the Homeland Security office is largely due to her time 

in the CIA. Although, most of her missions remain classified. In the past, she has been 

criticized by her superiors for being too secretive with the information discovered by her 

spies. Her connections with Space Intelligence, however, is limited to short time with 

Space Force. She is willing to use her connections in order to understand more about the 

imminent Space Race.  

 

Douglas Terrier, NASA Chief Technologist 

As a representative for the technology directors in NASA, Chief Douglas’s main objective 

is to insure that all missions, specifically those involved with getting to Mars, have a 

clear strategic objective. He is responsible for policy about these objectives and for 

enforcing them. Although generally liked by the other NASA members in the committee, 

he is known to be conservative when giving out information about the specific purpose 

for all missions.  

 

Luca Parmitano, Astronaut  

An astronaut of the European Space Agency currently serving in collaboration with 

NASA missions, Parmitano has experience working in both the ESA and with NASA. 

He’s trained with the US Air Force and NATO-EU forces, and has been active in the 

Tactical Leadership Programme. He currently serves as the Commander of the 

International Space Station, and his leadership experience in space may prove 

invaluable in directing astronauts on a Mars mission.  

 

Jessica Meir, Astronaut 

Meir holds a Masters of Science in Space Studies and a Doctorate in Marine Biology. In 

the past, she has worked for Lockheed Martin’s Human Research Facility on physiology 

research surrounding long-term space travel. Her unique background in this field may 

offer valuable insights into long-term human spaceflight, and may be useful in 

mediating potential disputes in a Mars mission.  
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Christina Koch, Astronaut 

Currently working alongside Luca Parmitano on the International Space Station, Koch 

has extensive research experience with experiments in space. Her work on agriculture 

and water/air recycling may prove invaluable to the committee as it seeks to establish 

long-term habitation facilities outside of Earth’s atmosphere.  
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